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Abstract
This guide describes the site preparation for HP XP7 disk arrays. The intended audience is a storage system administrator or
authorized service provider with independent knowledge of the HP XP7 and Remote Web Console.

Complete information for performing specific tasks in Remote Web Console is contained in the HP XP7 Storage software user
guides.
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1 Planning for installation
Unless otherwise specified, the term HP XP7 in this guide refers to the following disk array:

• HP XP7 Disk Array
The GUI illustrations in this guide were created using a Windows computer with the Internet Explorer
browser. Actual windows may differ depending on the operating system and browser used. GUI
contents also vary with licensed program products, storage system models, and firmware versions.

Responsibilities
The responsibilities for installation planning are shared by the customer and HP support. The
required installation planning tasks must be scheduled and completed to ensure successful and
efficient installation of the HP XP7 disk array.

NOTE: The HP XP7 disk array must be installed by trained HP personnel or trained HP Technical
Support. The HP XP7 disk array is not a customer installable product.

User responsibilities
You are responsible for performing the following tasks to prepare for installation of the HP XP7
disk array.

• Understand the applicable safety requirements associated with installing a HP XP7 disk array.

• Understand the installation requirements for the HP XP7 disk array. You can use the information
in this manual to determine the specific requirements for your installation. As needed, review
the HP XP7 user and reference guide to familiarize yourself with the components, features,
and functions of the HP XP7 disk array.

• Verify that the installation site meets all installation requirements. A checklist is included in this
section to help you with this task.

• Provide electrical hardware, including cables, connectors and receptacles that are required
to connect the HP XP7 disk array to site power.

• As needed, work with HP support to create an installation plan. Allow enough time to complete
any changes to the plan, so your site is ready when the equipment arrives.

HP responsibilities
HP support is responsible for completing the following tasks:

• Assist you as needed during the installation planning process for your specific site and
operational configuration

• Coordinate HP resources to ensure a successful installation and configuration of the HP XP7
disk array.

Installation planning checklist
The following checklist can help you ensure that your site meets all requirements needed to install
a HP XP7 disk array. You can make copies of this checklist for each installation you perform and
check each step after it has been performed. Keep the blank checklist in this document for future
use to verify that all installation requirements for the HP XP7 disk array are met. Completing this
checklist can help ensure smooth and efficient installation of the HP XP7 disk array.
Definition of terms
Equipment: The hardware delivered to the customer site that includes the HP XP7 disk array
components and rack(s).
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Location: The specific location in the data center (area or “footprint” on the floor) where the HP
XP7 disk array will be installed.

User Information

.Company

.Address

.Contact

.Phone

.Mobile

.Email

.Contact

.Phone

.Mobile

.Email

HP Information

.Contact

.Phone

.Mobile

.Email

.Contact

.Phone

.Mobile

.Email

.Notes

..

NoYesInstallation Planning Checklist

..Safety Requirements

..Is the data center equipped to protect the equipment from fire?

..Is the data center free of hazards (for example, cables that obstruct access)?

..Delivery Requirements

..Is the receiving area adequate for equipment delivery and unloading? (Can the area handle
crated equipment at least 90 in./2.29 m high?)

..Are all doors, hallways, elevators, and ramps wide enough and high enough to allow the
equipment to be moved from the receiving area to the installation area?

..Can the floors, elevators, and ramps support the weight of the equipment?

..Storage Requirements

..If the equipment will be stored after delivery and prior to installation, does the storage location
meet the environmental requirements for storing a HP XP7 disk array?

..Facilities Requirements
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NoYesInstallation Planning Checklist

..Does the data center provide appropriate fire protection for computer equipment such as HP
XP7 disk arrays?

..Does the data center have a raised floor?

..Does the location meet the requirements for service clearance and cable routing (for example,
floor cutouts)?

..Does the location meet the floor load rating requirements?

..Power Requirements

..Does the data center meet the AC input power requirements?

..Does the data center meet the circuit breaker and plug requirements?

..Is the customer supplied hardware such as connectors, receptacles, and cables ready for the
installation?

..Environmental Requirements

..Does the data center meet the operational temperature requirements for a HP XP7 disk array?

..Does the data center meet the operational humidity requirements for a HP XP7 disk array?

..Does the data center meet the operational altitude requirements for a HP XP7 disk array?

..Does the data center meet the air flow requirements for a HP XP7 disk array?

..Does the data center provide adequate protection from ESD?

..Does the data center provide adequate protection from electrical/radio frequency interference?

..Does the data center provide adequate protection from dust, pollution, and particulate
contamination?

..Does the data center provide adequate acoustic insulation to operate the HP XP7 disk array?

..Operational Requirements

..Does the data center provide a LAN for Remote Web Console?

..hb-Is the infrastructure available for the default Internet based remote support solution?

..Does the location meet the cable length requirements for the CHAs?

..Does the location meet the requirements for attaching external storage?
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2 Safety requirements
General safety guidelines

Observe the following general site guidelines:

• General Requirements: The data center must comply with all applicable safety regulations,
standards, and requirements for installing and operating industrial computer equipment similar
to a HP XP7 disk array.

• Fire protection: The data center must have an operational fire protection system appropriate
for use with computer and electrical equipment.

• Hazards: The data center must be free of hazards (for example, cables on the floor that block
access or that can cause people to trip).

• Equipment modifications: Do not make mechanical or electrical modifications to the equipment.
HP is not responsible for regulatory compliance of a modified HP product.

• Earthquake Safety: To minimize personal injury in the event of an earthquake, securely fasten
the control and drive chassis to a rigid structure extending from the floor to the ceiling or from
the walls of the room in which the system is located.

• Cabling: Do not block walkways when routing cables. Do not place heavy materials on cables.
Do not place cables near any possible source of heat.

• Warning and safety labels: Safety warnings, cautions, and instructions in various languages
are attached to the HP XP7 disk array components. The safety warnings provide guidelines
to follow when working with any equipment. HP recommends that you read all warning labels
on the hardware. If warning labels become dirty, damaged, unreadable, or peel off, contact
the HP support center.

• Authorized personnel: Allow only qualified and authorized personnel (for example, a certified
electrician) to perform hazardous tasks.

Work safety guidelines
Observe the following site guidelines:

• Do not wear loose clothing that could get caught in the equipment or mounting hardware.
Fasten your tie or scarf and roll up your sleeves.

• Wear safety glasses when working under conditions that are hazardous to your eyes.

• Do not perform any action that creates a potential hazard to people or makes the equipment
or rack unsafe.

• Keep walkways clear of tools, power cables, and parts to prevent them from being stepped
on or causing people to trip and fall over them.

• Do not work on the equipment or disconnect cables during a thunderstorm, when wearing a
wool sweater or other heavy wool clothing, or when power is applied.

• Keep floors dry to prevent slips and falls.

• Do not use ungrounded power cables.

• Keep the area clear and dust free during and after installation.

• Do not block or cover equipment openings. Ensure that all equipment has adequate airflow.
Failure to follow these guidelines can cause overheating and affect the system reliability.

• The rack is equipped with casters so that you can move it short distances to position it for final
installation. Use enough personnel when moving a rack, especially on sloping loading docks
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and ramps to a raised computer room floor. Move the cabinet slowly and deliberately, and
make sure that the floor is free from foreign objects and cables that the cabinet could roll over.

WARNING! To avoid injury, wear protective footwear when moving equipment.

Warning about moving parts
Even though customers do not install or maintain equipment, these guidelines are provided to
prevent possible injury when working with authorized service personnel. Observe the following
warning related to moving parts:

• Tuck in any loose clothing so that it cannot be caught by a moving or rotating part such as a
fan.

• Tie up long hair.

• Unless otherwise specifically instructed, do not supply power to any device that contains
rotating or moving parts that are not properly covered.

Electrical safety guidelines
Even though customers do not install or maintain equipment, these guidelines are provided to
prevent possible injury when working with authorized service personnel in the area where equipment
is installed. Observe the following electrical safety guidelines:

• Disconnect all power before installation, deinstallation, or moving equipment.

• Ensure that the voltage and frequency of your power source match the voltage and frequency
required by the system.

• All equipment should be properly grounded for proper operation and safety. To reduce the
risk of electric shock or damage to equipment, follow proper grounding procedures.
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3 Installation requirements
Safety requirements

Safety requirements and guidelines are covered in “Safety requirements” (page 8).

General site requirements
The customer site must accommodate the delivery and movement of the equipment from the receiving
dock to the installation location in the data center.

Equipment clearances
Receiving area: The receiving dock, storage area, and receiving area must be large enough to
allow movement of and access to crated or packed equipment. The dimensions of a shipping crate
for a single rack are shown in the following table.

Table 1 HP XP7 shipping crate dimensions

DepthWidthHeightItem

50.8 in./1290.32 mm37.4 in./949.96 mm86.8 in./2204.72 mmShipping crate, single rack

NOTE: HP XP7 disk array racks are shipped in one of three standard packaging configurations:
• Environmental pack - This packaging configuration consists of stretch wrap over corner

protectors. Environmental pack is used for most shipments within the USA that are shipped
directly from the factory to the customer. HP uses authorized carriers with a dedicated fleet
of trucks and specially trained personnel for Environmental pack deliveries.

WARNING! HP XP7 rack shipments delivered in Environmental packs must not be forwarded
by carriers that are not authorized by HP. Only HP authorized carriers can transport the HP
XP7 racks in Environmental pack. Contact HP to arrange for Full Factory packaging when the
HP XP7 rack will be transported after initial delivery by HP.

• Full Factory packaging - This packaging configuration consists of a pallet, wooden loading
ramp, inner packaging, and outer corrugated carton assembly. Full Factory packaging is used
for EMEA and for indirect ground shipments in USA and Canada.

WARNING! Full Factory packaging must be used any time a HP XP7 rack is transported
after initial delivery from the factory. Contact HP to arrange for Full Factory packaging.

• Full Factory packaging with wooden crate - This packaging configuration consists of full
packaging and encased in a wooden crate. Full Factory packaging with wooden crate is used
for air freight shipments from USA.

Other areas: The hallways, doorways, ramps, and elevators must be large enough to allow a
single unpacked rack to be moved to the installation location. Unless the distance between the
receiving dock and the data center is very long, HP XP7 disk arrays are typically unpacked in the
receiving area and the individual racks with pre-installed equipment are rolled on their casters to
the data center. The following table provides the dimensions of the HP XP7 disk array.

Table 2 HP XP7 single rack dimensions

DepthWidthHeightItem

45 in. (1145 mm) (includes
doors)

23.6 in. (600 mm) (add 0.4
in/10mm for side panels)

79 in. (2006 mm)Single rack
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Equipment weight
The floors, elevators, and ramps must be able to support the weight of the delivered equipment as
it is moved to the installation location. Spreader plates may be required to distribute the load and
protect the floor as the equipment is moved from the receiving area to the installation location.
Consult the system bill of materials to establish the anticipated summary weights.
The weight of the equipment depends on the disk array configuration. The weight for a fully
configured disk array with 6 racks can reach 8560 pounds/3883 kilograms. The following table
provides weights of typical system configurations.

Table 3 Weight of typical HP XP7 system configurations

Dual ModuleSingle ModuleSingle RackDimension
(6 racks)(3 racks)

7500/34023750/17011120/508 (Diskless)Min (lbs/kg)System
Weight 8560/38834319/19591558/707Max (lbs/kg)

Storage requirements
If the equipment must be stored after delivery and prior to installation, the storage location must
meet the storage environmental requirements for the HP XP7 disk array. See the Table 11 (page
19) in this chapter for environmental storage requirements.

Data center requirements
The data center must meet the following facilities requirements:

Table 4 Data center requirements

DescriptionItem

The data center must provide appropriate power, air conditioning, cabling, and fire
protection.

General

The data center must provide adequate protection from electrostatic discharge (ESD).ESD

The data center must provide adequate protection from electrical/radio frequency
interference.

Electrical interference

The data center must provide adequate protection from dust, pollution, and particulate
contamination.

Contamination

The data center must provide adequate acoustic insulation for operating the system.Acoustics

This includes cables, connectors, and receptacles that must be available and ready
when the system is installed.

User-supplied hardware

Data communication requirements
Route data communication cables away from areas of high static electric fields created by power
transformers and heavy foot traffic. Use shielded data communication cables that meet approved
industrial standards to reduce the effects of external fields.
The HP XP7 frames support top access and bottom access for host cables. Routing the host cables
in a HP XP7 requires HP support personnel to install. The data communication infrastructure needed
for the HP XP7 disk array is described in “Data communication requirements” (page 11).

Table 5 Data communication requirements

Column HeadColumn Head

For the C-Track Internet connectivity, HP representatives
will help you obtain and set up/order the necessary

Internet connectivity infrastructure for C-Track Internetbased
remote support option.
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Table 5 Data communication requirements (continued)

Column HeadColumn Head

infrastructure, including your choice of router
configurations, a supported CMS management server, and
access to SMTP server (optional) and DNS servers, in order
to support reliable file transfer and serve the overall
objectives of the remote support solution. An HP
representative will configure C-Track , see “C-Track”
(page 12) or contact your HP representative.

Needed to connect the HP system to an available Ethernet
port on the customer's LAN. To ensure network security,

A twisted pair (Cat 5) cable.

consult with an HP representative and your network
administrator before selecting the appropriate location of
your LAN drop.

Needed to allow your staff and HP representatives to
communicate inside and outside your site.

A public voice phone line near the disk array.

C-Track
The C-Track remote support solution detects and reports events to the HP Support Service. C-Track
transmits heartbeats, SIMs, and configuration information for remote data collection and monitoring
purposes. C-Track also enables the HP Support Service to remotely diagnose issues and perform
maintenance (if the customer allows the remote maintenance). The C-Track solution offers Internet
connectivity only. If you choose the Internet-based remote support solution, additional infrastructure
and site preparation are required. Additional preparation may include server and router
requirements, which you and HP may be responsible for implementing.

Insight Remote Support
HP strongly recommends that you install HP Insight Remote Support software to complete the
installation or upgrade of your product and to enable enhanced delivery of your HP Warranty,
HP Care Pack Service or HP contractual support agreement. HP Insight Remote Support supplements
your monitoring, 24x7 to ensure maximum system availability by providing intelligent event
diagnosis, and automatic, secure submission of hardware event notifications to HP, which will
initiate a fast and accurate resolution, based on your product’s service level. Notifications may be
sent to your authorized HP Channel Partner for on-site service, if configured and available in your
country. The HP Insite Remote Support products available for the HP XP7 disk arrays are described
in “HP XP7 disk array remote support products” (page 12).

NOTE: HP Insight Remote Support Standard is not supported on XP and HP XP7 Disk Arrays.

Table 6 HP XP7 disk array remote support products

ApplicationDescriptionHP Product

For customers that fully commit to use
HP Remote Support. It uses HP Insight

HP XP/HP XP7 Remote Device Access
Support

AE241A

Remote Support for HP XP7 Remote
Device Monitoring utilizing
LAN/Internet connectivity and Remote
Device Access Support. This
configuration is required to meet the
objectives of XP disk array’s Internet
connectivity with Remote Device Access
initiative and prerequisites for Critical
Support contracts. HP recommends that
the AE241A product with Internet
connectivity should be utilized for all
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Table 6 HP XP7 disk array remote support products (continued)

ApplicationDescriptionHP Product

new HP XP7 installations, to ensure the
optimal support model and highest TCE.

For customers that commit to utilize
Internet and Insight Remote Support

HP XP/HP XP7 no Remote Device
Access Support

AE242A

connectivity for HP XP7 Remote Device
Monitoring but will not allow for Remote
Device Access to the HP XP7 array from
HP for proactive and critical support
processes.With no Remote Device
Access, Critical Support contract
prerequisites cannot be met.

For a customer whose strict security
protocols specifically prohibit inbound/

HP XP/HP XP7 Mission Critical No
LAN Support

AE244A

outbound traffic to/from the data center
and thus will not allow Remote Support
connection by either modem or
LAN/internet connectivity; but does
have Mission Critical Services with
Customer Engineer onsite included in
the terms of the support contract.
Factory Authorization will be required
to order this product. Proof of valid
Customer Engineer onsite Mission
Critical support contract must be
provided for Factory Authorization
approval.

For a customer whose strict security
protocols specifically prohibit

HP XP/HP XP7 No Mission Critical
LAN Support

AE245A

inbound/outbound traffic to/from the
data center and thus will not allow
Remote Support connection by either
modem or LAN and does not have a
Mission Critical Services on-site
contract. The added cost of this
configuration only covers the additional
warranty support cost to HP during
warranty period. Other additional costs
can also be incurred for support
contracts for customers who do not have
remote support configured.

Details are available at:
http://www.hp.com/go/insightremotesupport
To download the software, go to Software Depot:
http://www.software.hp.com
Select Insight Remote Support from the menu on the right.

System specifications and requirements
This section describes the physical characteristics of a HP XP7 disk array, including

• “Mechanical specifications” (page 14)

• “Electrical specifications” (page 15)

• “Environmental specifications” (page 19)
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Mechanical specifications
The following table lists the mechanical specifications of the HP XP7 disk array.

Table 7 HP XP7 mechanical specifications

Six RacksFive RacksFour RacksThree RacksTwo RacksOne RackDimension

142 inches118.5 inches95 inches71.3 inches47.6 inches24.0 inchesWidth
(3610 mm)(3010 mm)(2410 mm)(1810 mm)(1210 mm)(610 mm)(includes 1 set of

side panels)

45 inches45 inches45 inches45 inches45 inches45 inchesDepth
(1145 mm)(1145 mm)(1145 mm)(1145 mm)(1145 mm)(1145 mm)(including doors)

79 inches79 inches79 inches79 inches79 inches79 inchesHeight
(2006 mm)(2006 mm)(2006 mm)(2006 mm)(2006 mm)(2006 mm)(including casters)

The following illustration shows an overview of a HP XP7 disk array.

Figure 1 HP XP7 disk array
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NOTE: Each Rack is 600mm wide without side covers. Add 5mm to each end of entire assembly
for each side cover.

Figure 2 Example HP XP7 disk array configurations

Electrical specifications
“System heat and power specifications” (page 15) and “System components heat and power
specifications” (page 15) list the heat and power specifications for the HP XP7 disk array and
components.

Table 8 System heat and power specifications

Full Array (DKC-0
plus DKC-1 plus
DKU x4)DKU RackDKC Module-1DKC Module-0Parameter 1, 2

33.15.455.425.87Max Power
consumption (kVA)

Heat Dissipation
and Power
Consumption

31.45.175.155.57Max Heat
dissipation (kW)

Specifications
(Maximum
configuration)

107155176431757119012Max BTUs per
hour

27002444644284791Max Kcal per hour
1 Heat (KW, BTU, Kcal) and Power (kVA) values are for determining load for site planning. Actual heat generation
and power demand may be less.
2 Calculated values with drives at a typical I/O condition. (Random Read and Write, 50 IOPSs for HDD, 2500 IOPSs
for SSD, Data Length: 8Kbytes). These values may increase for future compatible drives.

Table 9 System components heat and power specifications

Power (VA)HP XP7 Disk Array ComponentComponent Product Number

HP XP7 Storage RackH6F54A

508.0HP XP7 Primary DKCH6F56A

435.0HP XP7 Secondary DKCH6F57A

674.0HP XP7 2.5 inch Drive ChassisH6F60A

674.0HP XP7 3.5 inch Drive ChassisH6F61A

640.0HP XP7 Flash Module ChassisH6F62A
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Table 9 System components heat and power specifications (continued)

Power (VA)HP XP7 Disk Array ComponentComponent Product Number

HP XP7 Single Phase 60Hz PDUH6F70A

HP XP7 Three Phase 60Hz PDUH6F71A

HP XP7 Single Phase 50Hz PDUH6F72A

HP XP7 Three Phase 50Hz PDUH6F73A

HP XP7 60Hz DKC Power CordH6F80A

HP XP7 60Hz DKU Power CordH6F81A

HP XP7 60Hz Flash Module Power
Cord

H6F82A

HP XP7 50Hz DKC Power CordH6F83A

HP XP7 50Hz DKU Power CordH6F84A

HP XP7 50Hz Flash Module Power
Cord

H6F85A

HP XP7 China DKC Power CordH6F86A

HP XP7 China DKU Power CordH6F87A

HP XP7 China Flash Module Power
Cord

H6F88A

79.0HP XP7 Service ProcessorH6F95A

11.0HP XP7 Internal HubH6F97A

1.0HP XP7 5M DKC Interconnect KitH6G00A

1.0HP XP7 30M DKC Interconnect KitH6G01A

1.0HP XP7 100M DKC Interconnect KitH6G02A

HP XP7 5M DKC Interconnect CableH6G03A

HP XP7 30M DKC Interconnect CableH6G04A

HP XP7 100M DKC Interconnect
Cable

H6G05A

105.0HP XP7 Disk AdapterH6G06A

105.0HP XP7 Encryption Ready Disk
Adapter

H6G07A

179.0HP XP7 Processor BladeH6G08A

HP XP7 1M Cu Intra-chassis Dev Int
Cable

H6G10A

HP XP7 2M Cu Intra-rack Dev Int
Cable

H6G11A

HP XP7 4M Cu Inter-rack Dev Int
Cable

H6G12A

HP XP7 5M Opt Inter-rack Dev Int
Cable

H6G13A

HP XP7 30M Opt Inter-rack Dev Int
Cable

H6G14A

HP XP7 100M Opt Inter-rack Dev Int
Cable

H6G15A
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Table 9 System components heat and power specifications (continued)

Power (VA)HP XP7 Disk Array ComponentComponent Product Number

84.0HP XP7 Cache Path Controller AdapterH6G20A

4.0HP XP7 16GB Cache Memory PairH6G21A

7.0HP XP7 32GB Cache Memory PairH6G22A

42.0HP XP7 Small Backup Memory KitH6G23A

53.0HP XP7 Large Backup Memory KitH6G24A

4.0HP XP7 128GB Backup Memory PairH6G25A

4.0HP XP7 256GB Backup Memory PairH6G26A

116.0HP XP7 16-port 8Gbps Fibre Host
Adapter

H6G30A

116.0HP XP7 8-port 16Gbps Fibre Host
Adapter

H6G31A

126.0HP XP7 16p 8Gbps MF Shortwave
Fibre CHA

H6G32A

126.0HP XP7 16p 8Gbps MF Longwave
Fibre CHA

H6G33A

HP XP7 8Gbps Longwave SFP
Transceiver

H6G34A

HP XP7 16Gbps Longwave SFP
Transceiver

H6G35A

HP XP7 8Gbps Shortwave SFP
Transceiver

H6G36A

179.0HP XP7 16-port 10Gbps FCoE Host
Adapter

H6G38A

9.0HP XP7 300GB 15K 2.5in SAS HDDH6G40A

8.5HP XP7 600GB 10k 2.5in SAS HDDH6G41A

9.5HP XP7 900GB 10k 2.5in SAS HDDH6G42A

8.7HP XP7 1.2TB 10k 2.5in SAS HDDH6G43A

8.5HP XP7 600GB 15K 2.5in SAS HDDH6G44A

8.7HP XP7 1.8TB 10k 2.5in SAS HDDH6G45A

14.8HP XP7 4TB 7.2k 3.5in SAS HDDH6G51A

8.5HP XP7 600GB 10K 3.5in SAS HDDH6G52A

7.1HP XP7 400GB 3.5 inch SAS SSDH6G53A

14.8HP XP7 6TB 7.2k 3.5in SAS HDDH6G54A

3.8HP XP7 400GB 2.5 inch SAS SSDH6G60A

7.1HP XP7 800GB 2.5 inch SAS SSDH6G61A

18.0HP XP7 1.6TB Flash Module DeviceH6G70A

19.0HP XP7 3.2TB Flash Module DeviceH6G71A

NOTE: Site power can be connected to the PDUs at either the top or bottom of the racks.
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Grounding
The site and equipment must meet all of the following three conditions of installation for grounding.

• An insulated grounding conductor that is identical in size and insulation material and thickness
to the grounded and ungrounded branch-circuit supply conductors. It must be green, with or
without yellow stripes, and must be installed as a part of the branch circuit that supplies the
unit or system.

• The grounding conductor mentioned above should be grounded to earth at the service
equipment or other acceptable building earth ground such as the building frame in the case
of a high rise steel-frame structure.

• The attachment-plug receptacles in the vicinity of the unit or system must include a ground .
The grounding conductors serving these receptacles must be connected to earth ground at the
service equipment or other acceptable building earth ground such as the building frame in
the case of a high-rise steel-frame structure.

Power connection
The AC power input for the HP XP7 disk array has a duplex PDU structure. This duplex structure
enables the entire rack to remain powered on if power is removed from one of the two power
distribution panels.

CAUTION: When installing a system, connect the AC cables between the PDUs and PDPs correctly.
Otherwise, a system failure can occur when one of the AC inputs is interrupted.

AC Power - PDU Options
HP XP7 is configured for input power using separate rackmount PDU products. PDUs are available
for three phase or single phase power for NEMA and IEC compliance applications.

NOTE: When ordering systems, HP does not allow mixtures of different phase PDUs in a system
(even though there are no technical issues). Only upgrade orders can ship with difference phase
PDUs in a system.

Table 10 HP XP7 AC PDU Options

Notes

Facility
receptacle
neededPlug Type

Branch circuit
requirements
per PDU

Number of
PDU per Rack1Local Power

Product
Number

For customers
with, 200 - 220

NEMA
L15-30R

NEMA
L15-30P

200-220V, 3Ø,
4-wire, 30A

23 phase (4
wire)

H6F71A

VAC, 3-Phase,
4-Wire Power
Distribution
System

For customers
with 380 - 415

IEC60309 4
pole, 5-wire,

IEC60309 4
pole, 5-wire

380-415V, 3Ø,
5-wire, 16A

23 phase (5
wire)

H6F73A

VAC,380-415 VAC,
16A

380-415VAC,
16A Three-Phase,

5-Wire Wye
Power
Distribution
System

For customers
with single

NEMA L6-30RNEMA L6-30P200-240V, 1Ø,
3-wire, 30A

4single phase
NEMA

H6F70A

phase power
and need
NEMA L6-30P
plug
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Table 10 HP XP7 AC PDU Options (continued)

Notes

Facility
receptacle
neededPlug Type

Branch circuit
requirements
per PDU

Number of
PDU per Rack1Local Power

Product
Number

For customers
with single

IEC60309 2
pole, 3-wire,
240VAC, 32A

IEC60309 2
pole, 3-wire,
240VAC, 32A

200-240V, 1Ø,
3-wire, 32A

4single phase
IEC

H6F72A

phase power
and need
IEC60309 32A
plug

Notes
1. Each PDU has one fixed power cord with attached plug. Power cord is not removable.

NOTE: PDU models can be changed in the field by ordering the upgrade PDU model required.
To address power cable (2.4m long) not reaching customer provided socket, the PDU orientation
can be easily changed in the field using the instructions found in the Maintenance Manual Install
Section.

Figure 3 HP XP7 AC Power Configuration Diagram

Environmental specifications
Table 11 (page 19)provides the environmental specifications and requirements for the HP XP7 disk
array.

Table 11 HP XP7 environmental specifications

In StorageNot OperatingOperatingItem

-45 - 140ºF-18 - 109.4 ºF / (-10 to 43 ºC)60.8 - 80.9 ºFTemperature
(-25 to 60 ºC)-18 - 95 ºF / (-10 to 35 ºC)8(16 to 32 ºC)

5 to 95 % 28 to 90 % 220 to 80 %2Relative Humidity
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Table 11 HP XP7 environmental specifications (continued)

In StorageNot OperatingOperatingItem

84.2 ºF (29 ºC)80.6 ºF (27 ºC)78.8 ºF (26ºC)Max. Wet Bulb

68 ºF (20 ºC)50 ºF (10 ºC)50 ºF (10 ºC)Temperature
(Deviation per hour)

Sine Vibration:5 to 10 Hz: 2.5 mm10 to 300 HzVibration
4.9 m/s1, 5 min.10 to 70 Hz: 4.9 m/s10.49 m/s1to 10Hz: 0.25 mm

At the resonant frequency with
the highest displacement found
between 3 to 100 Hz 3

70 to 99 Hz: 0.05 mm
99 to 300 Hz: 9.8 m/s1

Random Vibration:
0.147 m2/s3
30 min, 5 to 100 Hz 4

--Up to 2.5 7Earthquake resistance
(m/s2)

Horizontal:78.4 m/s1, 15 ms-Shock
Incline Impact 1.22 m/s5

Vertical:
Rotational Edge 0.15 m6

--60 to 3,000mAltitude

Notes:
1. Recommended temperature range is 21 to 24°C.
2. On shipping/storage condition, the product should be packed with factory packing.
3. The above specifications of vibration are applied to all three axes.
4. See ASTM D999-01 The Methods for Vibration Testing of Shipping Containers.
5. See ASTM D5277-92 Test Method for Performing Programmed Horizontal Impacts Using an Inclined Impact Tester.
6. See ASTM D6055-96 Test Methods for Mechanical Handling of Unitized Loads and Large Shipping Cases and

Crates.
7. Time is 5 seconds or less in case of the testing with device resonance point (6 to 7Hz).
8. When flash modules are installed in the system.

Heat output and air flow
The following table lists the heat output and air flow requirements for the HP XP7 disk array.
Both the control chassis and the disk chassis contain front and rear fans to circulate air through
the chassis from front to back. Air flows in through the front bezel to the rear of the component
and exits through the perforations in the rear door. Either the front fans or the rear fans can cool
the chassis by themselves. The racks do not contain fans. Airflow is from front to back.

Table 12 Heat, power, and airflow

Air Flow (M3/min)Power Consumption (kVA)Heat Output (kW)Model Number

-0.64060.6006H6F62A HP XP7 Flash
Module Chassis

-0.01830.0173H6G70A HP XP7 1.6TB Flash
Module

-0.01930.0183H6G71A HP XP7 3.2TB Flash
Module
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Table 12 Heat, power, and airflow (continued)

Air Flow (M3/min)Power Consumption (kVA)Heat Output (kW)Model Number

251.9711.881H6F56A - HP XP7 Disk Array
DKC Module-0 Rack

251.9311.831H6F57A - HP XP7 DKC
Module-1 Rack

-0.2000.19H6G08A HP XP7 Processor
Blade

0.0760.072H6G30A - HP XP7 16-port
8Gbps Fibre Host Adapter

0.0760.072H6G31A - HP XP7 8-port
16Gbps Fibre Host Adapter

0.0760.072H6G32A - HP XP7 16p
8Gbps MF Shortwave Fibre
CHA

0.0760.072H6G33A - HP XP7 16p
8Gbps MF Longwave Fibre
CHA

-0.0100.010H6F97A - HP XP7 DKC Hub
Kit

-0.0550.052H6F95A - HP XP7 2nd SVP
High Reliability Kit

-0.0720.068H6G20A - HP XP7 Cache
Memory Adapter

-0.0200.019H6G21A, AV447B - HP XP7
16GB Cache Memory
Module

-0.0200.019H6G22A - HP XP7 32GB
Cache Memory Module

-0.00520.0052H6G25A - HP XP7 64GB
Cache Backup Memory
Module

-0.00520.0052H6G26A - HP XP7 128GB
Cache Backup Memory
Module

-0.0840.080H6G06A - HP XP7 SAS DKA
Drive Adapter

-0.0067
3

0.0063
3

H6G40A - HP XP7 300GB
SAS 10K 2.5in DP HDD

-0.0090
3

0.0086
3

H6G40A - HP XP7 300GB
SAS 15K 2.5in DP HDD

-0.0085
3

0.0080
3

H6G41A - HP XP7 600GB
SAS 10K 2.5in DP HDD

H6G44A - HP XP7 600GB
15K 2.5in. SAS HDD

-0.0024
3

0.0023
3

H6G60A - HP XP7 400GB
SAS 2.5in DP SLC SSD

-0.0071
3

0.0067
3

H6G61A - HP XP7 800GB
SAS 2.5in DP MLC SSD
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Table 12 Heat, power, and airflow (continued)

Air Flow (M3/min)Power Consumption (kVA)Heat Output (kW)Model Number

0.00952320.00902H6G42A - HP XP7 900GB
SAS 15K 2.5in DP HDD

-0.008730.00823H6G43A - HP XP7 1.2TB SAS
7.2K 2.5in DP HDD

-0.0087
3

0.0083
3

H6G43A - HP XP7 1.2TB 6G
SAS 10K 2.5in DP HDD

-0.014820.01412H6G51A - HP XP7 4TB 7.2k
3.5in SAS HDD

H6G54A - HP XP7 6TB 7.2K
3.5in.c SAS HDD

Notes:
1 Maximum values in case the all fans rotate at maximum.
2 Power is consumed during the battery back-up time only.
3 Actual values at a typical I/O condition. (Random Read and Write, 50 IOPSs for HDD, 2500 IOPSs for SSD, Data
Length: 8Kbytes). These values may increase for future compatible drives.
6 Maximum values with all fans rotate at maximum.

Equipment noise
The acoustic emission values [loudness in dB (A)] for the HP XP7 disk array disk array are:

• Front/rear = 65 dB (A)

• Both sides = 65 dB (A)

Service clearance, floor cutout, and floor load rating
This section describes the service clearance requirements for the HP XP7 disk array, based on the
floor load rating and the clearance and required floor cutouts for cabling. The figures and tables
that provide this information are listed in the following table.

Table 13 Service clearance and floor load ratings

Service Clearance and Floor Load Rating

SectionNumber of racks

“Single rack configuration” (page 23)1

“Two rack configuration (one DKC)” (page 24)2

“Two rack configuration (two DKC)” (page 26)2 (two DKC)

“Three rack configuration (left module)” (page 28)3 (left module)

“Three rack configuration (right module)” (page 30)3 (right module)

“Four rack configuration (left module)” (page 32)4 (left module)

“Four rack configuration (right module)” (page 34)4 (right module)

“Five rack configuration” (page 37)5

“Six rack configuration” (page 38)6
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NOTE: For safe and efficient maintenance operations, clearance (c) should be made as large
as possible. Actual clearances for installation should be determined after consulting with the
site/facilities manager, as the clearances can vary, depending on building conditions. Although
all disk chassis come pre-installed, up to 1420 mm of clearance may be required at both front and
back for a disk chassis replacement.
The figures in this section are not drawn to scale.

Single rack configuration
The following figure and table show the service clearances and floor load rating for a single rack
configuration.

Figure 4 Service clearances for a single rack system

*1 Clearance (a+b) is based on the floor load rating and the clearance (c). Floor load rating and
required clearances are shown in Table 14 (page 24).
*2 Clearance (d) is required over 300mm to open the front door. In the case that the clearance
(d) is less tan the clearance (a), give priority to clearance (a).
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*3 Clearance (e) is required over 200mm to open the rear door. If clearance (e) is less than
clearance (b), give priority to clearance (b).
*4 Dimensions in parentheses show allowable range of the front cutout dimensions. Basically,
position the floor cutout in the center of the rack. However, the position may be off center as long
as the cutout allows smooth entrance of an external cable (check the relation between the positions
of the cutout and the opening on the bottom plate of the rack) and is within the allowable range.

Table 14 Floor load rating and required clearances for single rack configuration

Required Clearance (a+b) mFloor Load
Clearance (c) mRating

(kg/m2)
C=1.4C=1.0C=0.8C=0.6C=0.4C=0.2C=0C=-0.3

00000000Over 700

00000000.1600

00000.10.10.20.3500

00.10.10.10.20.30.30.4450

0.10.20.20.30.30.40.50.6400

0.30.40.40.50.60.60.70.9350

0.50.60.70.80.91.01.11.4300

Notes:
1. Actual clearances for installation should be determined after consulting with construction specialist responsible for
installation building, as they could vary depending on the size/layout of the system and building conditions.
2. When various configurations of disk arrays are arranged in a row, clearance values based on the largest disk
array configuration should be used.
3. From the viewpoint of maintenance operations, it is suggested that Clearance (c) be made as large as possible.

Two rack configuration (one DKC)
The following figure and table shows the service clearances and floor load rating for a two-rack
configuration.
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Figure 5 Service clearances for a two rack system (single DKC)

*1 Clearance (a+b) is based on the floor load rating and the clearance (c). Floor load rating and
required clearances are shown in Table 15 (page 25).
*2 Clearance (d) is required over 300mm to open the front door. In the case that the clearance
(d) is less tan the clearance (a), give priority to clearance (a).

Table 15 Floor load rating and required clearances for two rack configuration

Required Clearance (a+b) mFloor Load
Clearance (c) mRating

(kg/m2)
C=1.4C=1.0C=0.8C=0.6C=0.4C=0.2C=0C=-0.3

00000000Over 700

00000000.1600
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Table 15 Floor load rating and required clearances for two rack configuration (continued)

Required Clearance (a+b) m
Clearance (c) m

Floor Load
Rating
(kg/m2)

C=1.4C=1.0C=0.8C=0.6C=0.4C=0.2C=0C=-0.3

000000.10.20.4500

0000.10.20.30.40.6450

00.20.30.40.50.60.71.0400

0.30.50.60.70.81.01.21.5350

0.81.01.11.31.41.61.82.2300

Notes:
1. Actual clearances for installation should be determined after consulting with construction specialist responsible for
installation building, as they could vary depending on the size/layout of the system and building conditions.
2. When various configurations of disk arrays are arranged in a row, clearance values based on the largest disk
array configuration should be used.
3. From the viewpoint of maintenance operations, it is suggested that Clearance (c) be made as large as possible.

Two rack configuration (two DKC)
The following figure and table shows the service clearances and floor load rating for a two-rack
configuration with two DKCs installed.
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Figure 6 Service clearances for a two rack system (two DKC)

*1 Clearance (a+b) is based on the floor load rating and the clearance (c). Floor load rating and
required clearances are shown in Table 16 (page 27).
*2 Clearance (d) is required over 300mm to open the front door. In the case that the clearance
(d) is less tan the clearance (a), give priority to clearance (a).
*3 Clearance (e) is required over 200mm to open the rear door. If clearance (e) is less than
clearance (b), give priority to clearance (b).

Table 16 Floor load rating and required clearances for a two rack configuration (two DKC)

Required Clearance (a+b) mFloor Load
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Table 16 Floor load rating and required clearances for a two rack configuration (two DKC)
(continued)

Required Clearance (a+b) m
Clearance (c) m

Floor Load
Rating
(kg/m2)

C=1.4C=1.0C=0.8C=0.6C=0.4C=0.2C=0C=-0.3

Clearance (c) mRating
(kg/m2)

C=1.4C=1.0C=0.8C=0.6C=0.4C=0.2C=0C=-0.3

00000000Over 700

00000000.2600

0000.10.10.20.40.6500

00.10.20.30.30.50.60.8450

0.20.30.40.50.50.80.91.2400

0.50.70.80.90.91.21.41.8350

1.01.21.41.51.71.92.22.6300

Notes:
1. Actual clearances for installation should be determined after consulting with construction specialist responsible for
installation building, as they could vary depending on the size/layout of the system and building conditions.
2. When various configurations of disk arrays are arranged in a row, clearance values based on the largest disk
array configuration should be used.
3. From the viewpoint of maintenance operations, it is suggested that Clearance (c) be made as large as possible.

Three rack configuration (left module)
The following figure and table shows the service clearances and floor load rating for a three-rack
configuration.
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Figure 7 Service clearances for a three rack system (left module)

*1 Clearance (a+b) is based on the floor load rating and the clearance (c). Floor load rating and
required clearances are shown in Table 17 (page 29).
*2 Clearance (d) is required over 300mm to open the front door. In the case that the clearance
(d) is less tan the clearance (a), give priority to clearance (a).

Table 17 Floor load rating and required clearances for a three rack configuration (left module)

Required Clearance (a+b) mFloor Load
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Table 17 Floor load rating and required clearances for a three rack configuration (left module)
(continued)

Required Clearance (a+b) m
Clearance (c) m

Floor Load
Rating
(kg/m2)

C=1.4C=1.0C=0.8C=0.6C=0.4C=0.2C=0C=-0.3

Clearance (c) mRating
(kg/m2)

C=1.4C=1.0C=0.8C=0.6C=0.4C=0.2C=0C=-0.3

00000000Over 700

00000000600

000000.10.20.5500

0000.10.20.40.50.9450

00.20.30.40.60.81.01.3400

0.40.60.80.91.11.31.62.0350

1.01.31.51.72.02.22.63.1300

Notes:
1. Actual clearances for installation should be determined after consulting with construction specialist responsible for
installation building, as they could vary depending on the size/layout of the system and building conditions.
2. When various configurations of disk arrays are arranged in a row, clearance values based on the largest disk
array configuration should be used.
3. From the viewpoint of maintenance operations, it is suggested that Clearance (c) be made as large as possible.

Three rack configuration (right module)
The following figure and table shows the service clearances and floor load rating for a three-rack
configuration (Setting Up DKC-RACK in the Right Configuration).
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Figure 8 Service clearances for a three rack system (right module)

*1 Clearance (a+b) is based on the floor load rating and the clearance (c). Floor load rating and
required clearances are shown in Table 18 (page 31).
*2 Clearance (d) is required over 300mm to open the front door. In the case that the clearance
(d) is less tan the clearance (a), give priority to clearance (a).
*3 Clearance (e) is required over 200mm to open the rear door. If clearance (e) is less than
clearance (b), give priority to clearance (b).

Table 18 Floor load rating and required clearances for a three rack configuration (right module)

Required Clearance (a+b) mFloor Load
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Table 18 Floor load rating and required clearances for a three rack configuration (right module)
(continued)

Required Clearance (a+b) m
Clearance (c) m

Floor Load
Rating
(kg/m2)

C=1.4C=1.0C=0.8C=0.6C=0.4C=0.2C=0C=-0.3

Clearance (c) mRating
(kg/m2)

C=1.4C=1.0C=0.8C=0.6C=0.4C=0.2C=0C=-0.3

00000000Over 700

00000000.2600

00000.10.20.40.7500

000.10.20.40.50.71.1450

0.10.30.50.60.81.01.21.6400

0.50.81.01.11.31.61.82.3350

1.21.61.82.02.22.52.93.5300

Notes:
1. Actual clearances for installation should be determined after consulting with construction specialist responsible for
installation building, as they could vary depending on the size/layout of the system and building conditions.
2. When various configurations of disk arrays are arranged in a row, clearance values based on the largest disk
array configuration should be used.
3. From the viewpoint of maintenance operations, it is suggested that Clearance (c) be made as large as possible.

Four rack configuration (left module)
The following figure and table shows the service clearances and floor load rating for a four-rack
configuration (Setting up DKC rack in the left configuration).
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Figure 9 Service clearances for a four rack system (left module)

*1 Clearance (a+b) is based on the floor load rating and the clearance (c). Floor load rating and
required clearances are shown in Table 19 (page 33).
*2 Clearance (d) is required over 300mm to open the front door. In the case that the clearance
(d) is less tan the clearance (a), give priority to clearance (a).

Table 19 Floor load rating and required clearances for a four rack configuration (left module)

Required Clearance (a+b) mFloor Load
Clearance (c) mRating

(kg/m2)
C=1.4C=1.0C=0.8C=0.6C=0.4C=0.2C=0C=-0.3

00000000Over 700

00000000.1600

000000.20.40.8500
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Table 19 Floor load rating and required clearances for a four rack configuration (left module)
(continued)

Required Clearance (a+b) m
Clearance (c) m

Floor Load
Rating
(kg/m2)

C=1.4C=1.0C=0.8C=0.6C=0.4C=0.2C=0C=-0.3

000.10.20.40.60.81.3450

0.10.30.50.70.91.11.41.9400

0.60.91.21.41.61.92.32.9350

1.51.92.22.52.83.23.64.4300

Notes:
1. Actual clearances for installation should be determined after consulting with construction specialist responsible for
installation building, as they could vary depending on the size/layout of the system and building conditions.
2. When various configurations of disk arrays are arranged in a row, clearance values based on the largest disk
array configuration should be used.
3. From the viewpoint of maintenance operations, it is suggested that Clearance (c) be made as large as possible.

Four rack configuration (right module)
The following figure and table shows the service clearances and floor load rating for a four-rack
configuration (Setting Up DKC-RACK in the right Configuration).
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Figure 10 Service clearances for a four rack system (right module)

*1 Clearance (a+b) is based on the floor load rating and the clearance (c). Floor load rating and
required clearances are shown in Table 20 (page 35).
*2 Clearance (d) is required over 300mm to open the front door. In the case that the clearance
(d) is less tan the clearance (a), give priority to clearance (a).
*3 Clearance (e) is required over 200mm to open the rear door. If clearance (e) is less than
clearance (b), give priority to clearance (b).

Table 20 Floor load rating and required clearances for a four rack configuration (right module)

Required Clearance (a+b) mFloor Load
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Table 20 Floor load rating and required clearances for a four rack configuration (right module)
(continued)

Required Clearance (a+b) m
Clearance (c) m

Floor Load
Rating
(kg/m2)

C=1.4C=1.0C=0.8C=0.6C=0.4C=0.2C=0C=-0.3

Clearance (c) mRating
(kg/m2)

C=1.4C=1.0C=0.8C=0.6C=0.4C=0.2C=0C=-0.3

00000000Over 700

00000000.1600

000000.20.40.8500

000.10.20.40.60.81.3450

0.10.30.50.70.91.11.41.9400

0.60.91.21.41.61.92.32.9350

1.51.92.22.52.83.23.64.4300

Notes:
1. Actual clearances for installation should be determined after consulting with construction specialist responsible for
installation building, as they could vary depending on the size/layout of the system and building conditions.
2. When various configurations of disk arrays are arranged in a row, clearance values based on the largest disk
array configuration should be used.
3. From the viewpoint of maintenance operations, it is suggested that Clearance (c) be made as large as possible.
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Five rack configuration
This following figure and table shows the service clearances and floor load rating for a five-rack
configuration.

Figure 11 Service clearances for a five rack system

*1 Clearance (a+b) is based on the floor load rating and the clearance (c). Floor load rating and
required clearances are shown in Table 21 (page 38).
*2 Clearance (d) is required over 300mm to open the front door. In the case that the clearance
(d) is less tan the clearance (a), give priority to clearance (a).
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Table 21 Floor load rating and required clearances for a five rack configuration

Required Clearance (a+b) mFloor Load
Clearance (c) mRating

(kg/m2)
C=1.4C=1.0C=0.8C=0.6C=0.4C=0.2C=0C=-0.3

00000000Over 700

00000000600

000000.10.30.8500

0000.10.30.60.91.4450

00.30.50.70.91.21.62.2400

0.61.01.21.51.82.22.63.3350

1.62.22.52.83.23.74.25.2300

Notes:
1. Actual clearances for installation should be determined after consulting with construction specialist responsible for
installation building, as they could vary depending on the size/layout of the system and building conditions.
2. When various configurations of disk arrays are arranged in a row, clearance values based on the largest disk
array configuration should be used.
3. From the viewpoint of maintenance operations, it is suggested that Clearance (c) be made as large as possible.

Six rack configuration
This following figure and table shows the service clearances and floor load rating for a six-rack
configuration.
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Figure 12 Service clearances for a six rack system

*1 Clearance (a+b) is based on the floor load rating and the clearance (c). Floor load rating and
required clearances are shown in Table 22 (page 39).
*2 Clearance (d) is required over 300mm to open the front door. In the case that the clearance
(d) is less tan the clearance (a), give priority to clearance (a).

Table 22 Floor load rating and required clearances for a six rack configuration

Required Clearance (a+b) mFloor Load
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Table 22 Floor load rating and required clearances for a six rack configuration (continued)

Required Clearance (a+b) m
Clearance (c) m

Floor Load
Rating
(kg/m2)

C=1.4C=1.0C=0.8C=0.6C=0.4C=0.2C=0C=-0.3

Clearance (c) mRating
(kg/m2)

C=1.4C=1.0C=0.8C=0.6C=0.4C=0.2C=0C=-0.3

00000000Over 700

00000000600

000000.10.41.0500

0000.20.40.71.11.7450

00.30.60.91.21.51.92.6400

0.71.21.51.82.22.63.14.0350

2.02.63.03.43.94.45.16.2300

Notes:
1. Actual clearances for installation should be determined after consulting with construction specialist responsible for
installation building, as they could vary depending on the size/layout of the system and building conditions.
2. When various configurations of disk arrays are arranged in a row, clearance values based on the largest disk
array configuration should be used.
3. From the viewpoint of maintenance operations, it is suggested that Clearance (c) be made as large as possible.

Operational requirements
The operational requirements for the HP XP7 include:

• LAN for Remote Web Console
Remote Web Console communicates with the HP XP7 disk array over a LAN to obtain system
configuration and status information and send user-requested commands to the disk array. Remote
Web Console serves as the integrated interface for all Resource Manager components.

• Cable length for channel adapters
Table 23 (page 40) lists the cable length requirements for the CHAs in the HP XP7 disk array.

Table 23 Maximum cable length (shortwave)

OM3(50/125ƒÝm laser
optimized multi-mode fiber)

OM2(50/125ƒÝm
multi-modefiber)

OM1(62.5/125ƒÝm
multi-modefiber)

Data Transfer Rate

500 m500 m300 m100 MB/s

500 m300 m150 m200 MB/s

380 m150 m70 m400 MB/s

150 m50 m21 m800 MB/s

300 m82 m33 m10 GB/s (FCoE)

• External data storage
If you plan to attach external storage to the HP XP7 disk array, be sure to include the appropriate
power and space requirements in your planning.
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4 Support and other resources
Contacting HP

For worldwide technical support information, see the HP Support Center:
http://www.hp.com/go/hpsc

Before contacting HP, collect the following information:

• Product model names and numbers

• Technical support registration number (if applicable)

• Product serial numbers

• Error messages

• Operating system type and revision level

• Detailed questions

Related information
The following documents [and websites] provide related information:

• HP XP7 Continuous Access Journal for Mainframe Systems User Guide

• HP XP7 Continuous Access Synchronous for Mainframe Systems User Guide

• HP XP7 Continuous Access Synchronous User Guide

• HP XP7 External Storage for Open and Mainframe Systems User Guide

• HP XP7 for Compatible FlashCopy Mirroring User Guide

• HP XP7 Provisioning for Mainframe Systems User Guide

• HP XP7 RAID Manager User Guide

• HP XP7 Remote Web Console Messages

• HP XP7 RemoteWeb Console User Guide
You can find these documents at:
• HP Business Support Center website (Manuals page):

http://www.hp.com/support/manuals
Click Storage > Disk Storage Systems > XP Storage, and then select your Storage System.

• HP Enterprise Information Library website:
http://h17007.www1.hp.com/us/en/storage/info-library/index.aspx
Under Products and Solutions, click HP XP Storage. Then, click XP7 Storage under HP XP
Storage.

Websites
• HP Event Monitoring Service and HA Monitors Software:

http://www.hp.com/go/hpux-ha-monitoring-docs

• HP Technical Support website:
http://www.hp.com/support
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• Single Point of Connectivity Knowledge (SPOCK) website:
http://www.hp.com/storage/spock

• White papers and Analyst reports:
http://www.hp.com/storage/whitepapers

Typographic conventions
Table 24 Document conventions

ElementConvention

Blue text: Table 24 (page 42) • Cross-reference links and e-mail addresses

• A cross reference to the glossary definition of the term
in blue text

Website addressesBlue, underlined text: http://www.hp.com

Bold text • Keys that are pressed

• Text typed into a GUI element, such as a box

• GUI elements that are clicked or selected, such as menu
and list items, buttons, tabs, and check boxes

Text emphasisItalic text

Monospace text • File and directory names

• System output

• Code

• Commands, their arguments, and argument values

Monospace, italic text • Code variables

• Command variables

Emphasized monospace textMonospace, bold text

WARNING! Indicates that failure to follow directions could result in bodily harm or death.

CAUTION: Indicates that failure to follow directions could result in damage to equipment or data.

IMPORTANT: Provides clarifying information or specific instructions.

NOTE: Provides additional information.

TIP: Provides helpful hints and shortcuts.

Customer self repair
HP customer self repair (CSR) programs allow you to repair your StorageWorks product. If a CSR
part needs replacing, HP ships the part directly to you so that you can install it at your convenience.
Some parts do not qualify for CSR. Your HP-authorized service provider will determine whether a
repair can be accomplished by CSR.
For more information about CSR, contact your local service provider, or see the CSR website:

http://www.hp.com/go/selfrepair
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5 Documentation feedback
HP is committed to providing documentation that meets your needs. To help us improve the
documentation, send any errors, suggestions, or comments to Documentation Feedback
(docsfeedback@hp.com). Include the document title and part number, version number, or the URL
when submitting your feedback.
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A Regulatory information
For important safety, environmental, and regulatory information, see Safety and Compliance
Information for Server, Storage, Power, Networking, and Rack Products, available at http://
www.hp.com/support/Safety-Compliance-EnterpriseProducts.

Belarus Kazakhstan Russia marking

Manufacturer and Local Representative Information
Manufacturer’s information:
• Hewlett-Packard Company, 3000 Hanover Street, Palo Alto, California 94304, U.S.
Local Representative information Russian:
• HP Russia: ЗАО “Хьюлетт-Паккард А.О.”, 125171, Россия, г. Москва, Ленинградское

шоссе, 16А, стр.3, тел/факс: +7 (495) 797 35 00, +7 (495) 287 89 05
• HP Belarus: ИООО «Хьюлетт-Паккард Бел», 220030, Беларусь, г. Минск, ул.

Интернациональная, 36-1, офис 722-723, тел.: +375 (17) 392 28 18, факс: +375 (17)
392 28 21

• HP Kazakhstan: ТОО «Хьюлетт-Паккард (К), 050040, Казахстан, г. Алматы, Бостандыкский
район, ул. Тимирязева, 28В, 1 этаж, тел./факс: +7 (727) 355 35 50, +7 (727) 355 35
51

Local Representative information Kazakh:
• HP Kazakhstan: ЖШС «Хьюлетт-Паккард (К)», Қазақстан, Алматы қ., Бостандық ауданы,

Тимирязев к-сі, 28В, тел./факс: +7 (727) 355 35 50, +7 (727) 355 35 51
Manufacturing date:
The manufacturing date is defined by the serial number.
CCSYWWZZZZ (HP serial number format for this product)
Valid date formats include:
• YWW, where Y indicates the year counting from within each new decade, with 2000 as the

starting point; for example, 238: 2 for 2002 and 38 for the week of September 9. In addition,
2010 is indicated by 0, 2011 by 1, 2012 by 2, 2013 by 3, and so forth.

• YYWW, where YY indicates the year, using a base year of 2000; for example, 0238: 02
for 2002 and 38 for the week of September 9.

Turkey RoHS material content declaration
Türkiye Cumhuriyeti: EEE Yönetmeliğine Uygundur

Ukraine RoHS material content declaration
Обладнання відповідає вимогам Технічного регламенту щодо обмеження використання деяких
небезпечних речовин в електричному та електронному обладнанні, затвердженого постановою
Кабінету Міністрів України від 3 грудня 2008 № 1057

Warranty information

HP ProLiant Servers
http://www.hp.com/support/ProLiantServers-Warranties
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HP Enterprise Servers
http://www.hp.com/support/EnterpriseServers-Warranties

HP Storage Products
http://www.hp.com/support/Storage-Warranties

HP Networking Products
http://www.hp.com/support/Networking-Warranties
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Glossary
This glossary defines the special terms used in this document. Click the letter links below
to navigate.

2DC two-data-center. Refers to the primary and secondary sites, or data centers, in which Continuous
Access Synchronous (Cnt Ac-S) and Continuous Access Journal (Cnt Ac-J) combine to form a
remote replication configuration.
In a 2DC configuration, data is copied from a Cnt Ac-S primary volume at the primary site to the
Cnt Ac-J master journal volume at an intermediate site, and then replicated to the Cnt Ac-J
secondary volume at the secondary site. Since this configuration side-steps the Cnt Ac-S secondary
volume at the intermediate site, the intermediate site is not considered a data center.

3DC three-data-center. Refers to the primary, intermediate, and secondary sites, or data centers, in
which Cnt Ac-S and Cnt Ac-J combine to form a remote replication configuration. A 3DC
configuration can also combine three Cnt Ac-J sites.
In a 3DC configuration, data is copied from a primary site to an intermediate site and then to a
secondary site (3DC cascade configuration), or from a primary site to two secondary sites (3DC
multi-target configuration).

alternate path A secondary path (port, target ID, LUN) to a logical volume, in addition to the primary path, that
is used as a backup in case the primary path fails.

array Another name for a RAID storage system.
array controller The computer inside a RAID storage system that hosts the Remote Web Console software and is

used by service personnel for configuration and maintenance of the storage system.
array group See RAID group.
async asynchronous
ATTIME suspend A consistency group task in which multiple pairsplit operations are performed simultaneously at

a pre-determined time using BCM.
audit log Files that store a history of the operations performed from Remote Web Console and the service

processor (SVP), commands that the storage system received from hosts.
base emulation
type

Emulation type that is set when drives are installed. Determines the device emulation types that
can be set in the RAID group.

BC business continuity
blade A computer module, generally a single circuit board, used mostly in servers.
BLK, blk block
bmp bitmap
C/T See consistency time (C/T).
ca cache
cache logical
partition (CLPR)

Consists of virtual cache memory that is set up to be allocated to different hosts in contention for
cache memory.

CAJ Continuous Access Journal
capacity The amount of data storage space available on a physical storage device, usually measured in

bytes (MB, GB, TB, etc.).
cascade
configuration

In a 3DC cascade configuration for remote replication, data is copied from a primary site to an
intermediate site and then to a secondary site using Continuous Access Synchronous and
Continuous Access Journal. See also 3DC.
In a Business Copy cascade configuration, two layers of secondary volumes can be defined for
a single primary volume. Pairs created in the first and second layer are called cascaded pairs.

cascade function A Business Copy function for open systems that allows a primary volume (P-VOL) to have up to
nine secondary volumes (S-VOLs) in a layered configuration. The first cascade layer (L1) is the
original Business Copy pair with one P-VOL and up to three S-VOLs. The second cascade layer
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(L2) contains Business Copy pairs in which the L1 S-VOLs are functioning as the P-VOLs of layer-2
Business Copy pairs that can have up to two S-VOLs for each P-VOL.
See also root volume, node volume, leaf volume, level-1 pair, and level-2 pair.

cascaded pair A Business Copy pair in a cascade configuration. See cascade configuration.
CFW cache fast write
CG See consistency group (CTG).
CH channel
channel adapter
(CHA)

The hardware component that processes channel commands from hosts and manages host access
to cache.

channel path The communication path between a channel and a control unit. A channel path consists of the
physical channel path and the remote path.

CHAP challenge handshake authentication protocol
CL cluster
CLI command line interface
CLPR cache logical partition
cluster Multiple-storage servers working together to respond to multiple read and write requests.
command device A dedicated logical volume used only by RAID Manager and Business Continuity Manager to

interface with the storage system. Can be shared by several hosts.
configuration
definition file

Defines the configuration, parameters, and options of RAID Manager operations. A text file that
defines the connected hosts and the volumes and groups known to the RAID Manager instance.

consistency group
(CG, CTG)

A group of pairs on which copy operations are performed simultaneously; the pairs’ status changes
at the same time. See also extended consistency group (EXCTG).

consistency time
(C/T)

Shows a time stamp to indicate how close the target volume is to the source volume. C/T also
shows the time stamp of a journal and extended consistency group.

controller The component in a storage system that manages all storage functions. It is analogous to a
computer and contains a processors, I/O devices, RAM, power supplies, cooling fans, and other
sub-components as needed to support the operation of the storage system.

copy pair A pair of volumes in which one volume contains original data and the other volume contains the
copy of the original. Copy operations can be synchronous or asynchronous, and the volumes of
the copy pair can be located in the same storage system (local copy) or in different storage
systems (remote copy).
A copy pair can also be called a volume pair, or just pair.

copy-after-write Point-in-time snapshot copy of a data volume within a storage system. Copy-after-write snapshots
only store changed data blocks, therefore the amount of storage capacity required for each copy
is substantially smaller than the source volume.

CTG See consistency group (CTG).
CTG See consistency group (CTG).
CTL controller
CU control unit
currency of data The synchronization of the volumes in a copy pair. When the data on the secondary volume

(S-VOL) is identical to the data on the primary volume (P-VOL), the data on the S-VOL is current.
When the data on the S-VOL is not identical to the data on the P-VOL, the data on the S-VOL is
not current.

CYL, cyl cylinder
cylinder bitmap Indicates the differential data (updated by write I/Os) in a volume of a split or suspended copy

pair. The primary and secondary volumes each have their own cylinder bitmap. When the pair
is resynchronized, the cylinder bitmaps are merged, and the differential data is copied to the
secondary volume.

DASD direct-access storage device
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data consistency When the data on the secondary volume is identical to the data on the primary volume.
data path The physical paths used by primary storage systems to communicate with secondary storage

systems in a remote replication environment.
data pool One or more logical volumes designated to temporarily store original data. When a snapshot is

taken of a primary volume, the data pool is used if a data block in the primary volume is to be
updated. The original snapshot of the volume is maintained by storing the to-be-changed data
blocks in the data pool.

Data Ret Data Retention
DB database
DBMS database management system
delta resync A disaster recovery solution in which Continuous Access Synchronous and Continuous Access

Journal systems are configured to provide a quick recovery using only differential data stored at
an intermediate site.

device A physical or logical unit with a specific function.
device emulation Indicates the type of logical volume. Mainframe device emulation types provide logical volumes

of fixed size, called logical volume images (LVIs), which contain EBCDIC data in CKD format.
Typical mainframe device emulation types include 3390-9 and 3390-M. Open-systems device
emulation types provide logical volumes of variable size, called logical units (LUs), that contain
ASCII data in FBA format. The typical open-systems device emulation type is OPEN-V.

DEVN device number
DFW DASD fast write
DHCP dynamic host configuration protocol
differential data Changed data in the primary volume not yet reflected in the copy.
disaster recovery A set of procedures to recover critical application data and processing after a disaster or other

failure.
disk adapter (DKA) The hardware component that controls the transfer of data between the drives and cache. A DKA

feature consists of a pair of boards.
disk array Disk array, or just array, is another name for a RAID storage system.
disk controller
(DKC)

The hardware component that manages front-end and back-end storage operations. The term
DKC is sometimes used to refer to the entire RAID storage system.

DKA See disk adapter (DKA).
DKC disk controller. Can refer to the RAID storage system or the controller components.
DKCMAIN disk controller main. Refers to the microcode for the RAID storage system.
DKP disk processor. Refers to the microprocessors on the back-end director features of the

XP24000/XP20000 Disk Array.
DKU disk unit. Refers to the cabinet (floor model) or rack-mounted hardware component that contains

data drives and no controller components.
DMP Dynamic Multi Pathing
EC error code
emulation The operation of the RAID storage system to emulate the characteristics of a different storage

system. For device emulation the mainframe host “sees” the logical devices on the RAID storage
system as 3390-x devices. For controller emulation the mainframe host “sees” the control units
(CUs) on the RAID storage system as I-2107 controllers.
RAID storage system operates the same as the storage system being emulated.

emulation group A set of device emulation types that can be intermixed within a RAID group and treated as a
group.

env. environment
ERC error reporting communications
ESCON Enterprise System Connection
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EXCTG See extended consistency group (ECTG).
EXG external volume group
ext. external
extended
consistency group
(EXCTG)

A set of Continuous Access Journal Z journals in which data consistency is guaranteed. When
performing copy operations between multiple primary and secondary systems, the journals must
be registered in an EXCTG.

external
application

A software module that is used by a storage system but runs on a separate platform.

external port A fibre-channel port that is configured to be connected to an external storage system for External
Storage operations.

external volume A logical volume whose data resides on drives that are physically located outside the HP storage
system.

failback The process of switching operations from the secondary path or host back to the primary path
or host, after the primary path or host has recovered from failure. See also failover.

failover The process of switching operations from the primary path or host to a secondary path or host
when the primary path or host fails.

FC fibre channel; FlashCopy
FICON Fibre Connectivity
free capacity The amount of storage space (in bytes) that is available for use by the host system(s).
FSW fibre switch
FTP file-transfer protocol
GID group ID
GUI graphical user interface
H-LUN host logical unit
HA High Availability
HACMP High Availability Cluster Multi-Processing
host failover The process of switching operations from one host to another host when the primary host fails.
host group A group of hosts of the same operating system platform.
host mode Operational modes that provide enhanced compatibility with supported host platforms. Used

with fibre-channel ports on RAID storage systems.
host mode option Additional options for fibre-channel ports on RAID storage systems. Provide enhanced functionality

for host software and middleware.
IMPL initial microprogram load
in-system
replication

The original data volume and its copy are located in the same storage system. Business Copy
in-system replication provides duplication of logical volumes; Fast Snap provides “snapshots” of
logical volumes that are stored and managed as virtual volumes (V-VOLs).

initial copy An initial copy operation is performed when a copy pair is created. Data on the primary volume
is copied to the secondary volume.

initiator port A fibre-channel port configured to send remote I/Os to an RCU target port on another storage
system. See also RCU target port and target port.

intermediate site
(I-site)

A site that functions as both a Continuous Access Synchronous secondary site and a Continuous
Access Journal primary site in a 3-data-center (3DC) cascading configuration.

internal volume A logical volume whose data resides on drives that are physically located within the storage
system. See also external volume.

IO, I/O input/output
IOPS I/Os per second
JNL journal
journal In a Continuous Access Journal system, journals manage data consistency between multiple

primary volumes and secondary volumes. See also consistency group (CTG).
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journal volume A volume that records and stores a log of all events that take place in another volume. In the
event of a system crash, the journal volume logs are used to restore lost data and maintain data
integrity.
In Continuous Access Journal, differential data is held in journal volumes until it is copied to the
S-VOL.

L1 pair See layer-1 (L1) pair.
L2 pair See layer-2 (L2) pair.
LAN local-area network
layer-1 (L1) pair In a Business Copy cascade configuration, a layer-1 pair consists of a primary volume and

secondary volume in the first cascade layer. An L1 primary volume can be paired with up to
three L1 secondary volumes. See also cascade configuration.

layer-2 (L2) pair In a Business Copy cascade configuration, a layer-2 (L2) pair consists of a primary volume and
secondary volume in the second cascade layer. An L2 primary volume can be paired with up to
two L2 secondary volumes. See also cascade configuration.

LBA logical block address
LCP local control port; link control processor
LCU logical control unit
LDEV logical device
LDKC See logical disk controller (LDKC).
leaf volume A level-2 secondary volume in a Business Copy cascade configuration. The primary volume of a

layer-2 pair is called a node volume. See also cascade configuration.
LED light-emitting diode
license key A specific set of characters that unlocks an application and allows it to be used.
local copy See in-system replication.
local storage
system

A storage system at a primary site that contains primary volumes of remote replication pairs. The
primary system is configured to send remote I/Os to the secondary site, which contain the
secondary volumes of the pairs.

logical device
(LDEV)

An individual logical data volume (on multiple drives in a RAID configuration) in the storage
system. An LDEV may or may not contain any data and may or may not be defined to any hosts.
Each LDEV has a unique identifier or “address” within the storage system composed of the logical
disk controller (LDKC) number, control unit (CU) number, and LDEV number. The LDEV IDs within
a storage system do not change.An LDEV formatted for use by mainframe hosts is called a logical
volume image (LVI). An LDEV formatted for use by open-system hosts is called a logical unit (LU).

logical disk
controller (LDKC)

A group of 255 control unit (CU) images in the RAID storage system that is controlled by a virtual
(logical) storage system within the single physical storage system.

logical unit (LU) A logical volume that is configured for use by open-systems hosts (for example, OPEN-V).
logical unit (LU)
path

The path between an open-systems host and a logical unit.

logical volume See volume.
logical volume
image (LVI)

A logical volume that is configured for use by mainframe hosts (for example, 3390-9).

LU logical unit
LUN logical unit number
LUNM LUN Manager
LV logical volume
M-JNL master journal
master journal
(M-JNL)

Holds differential data on the primary Continuous Access Journal system until it is copied to the
restore journal (R-JNL) on the secondary system. See also restore journal (R-JNL).

MB/sec, MBps megabytes per second
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Mb/sec, Mbps megabits per second
MF, M/F mainframe
MIH missing interrupt handler
mirror In Continuous Access Journal, each pair relationship in and between journals is called a “mirror”.

Each pair is assigned a mirror ID when it is created. The mirror ID identifies individual pair
relationships between journals.

MP microprocessor
MP blade Blade containing an I/O processor. Performance in the storage system is tuned by allocating a

specific MP blade to each I/O-related resource (LDEV, external volume, or journal). Specific
blades are allocated, or the storage system can automatically select a blade.

mto, MTO mainframe-to-open
MU mirror unit
multi-pathing A performance and fault-tolerant technique that uses more than one physical connection between

the storage system and host system. Also called multipath I/O.
node volume A level-2 primary volume in a Business Copy cascade configuration. The secondary volume of a

layer-2 pair is called a leaf volume. See also cascade configuration.
NVS nonvolatile storage
OPEN-V A logical unit (LU) of user-defined size that is formatted for use by open-systems hosts.
OPEN-x A logical unit (LU) of fixed size (for example, OPEN-3 or OPEN-9) that is used primarily for

sharing data between mainframe and open-systems hosts using Data Exchange.
P-VOL See primary volume.
pair Two logical volumes in a replication relationship in which one volume contains original data to

be copied and the other volume contains the copy of the original data. The copy operations can
be synchronous or asynchronous, and the pair volumes can be located in the same storage system
(in-system replication) or in different storage systems (remote replication).

pair status Indicates the condition of a copy pair. A pair must have a specific status for specific operations.
When an operation completes, the status of the pair changes to the new status.

parity group See RAID group.
path failover The ability of a host to switch from using the primary path to a logical volume to the secondary

path to the volume when the primary path fails. Path failover ensures continuous host access to
the volume in the event the primary path fails.
See also alternate path and failback.

physical device See device.
PiT point-in-time
point-in-time (PiT)
copy

A copy or snapshot of a volume or set of volumes at a specific point in time. A point-in-time copy
can be used for backup or mirroring application to run concurrently with the system.

pool A set of volumes that are reserved for storing Fast Snap data, or Thin Provisioning write data.
pool volume
(pool-VOL)

A logical volume that is reserved for storing snapshot data for Fast Snap operations, or write
data for Thin Provisioning.

port attribute Indicates the type of fibre-channel port: target, RCU target, or initiator.
port block A group of four fibre-channel ports that have the same port mode.
port mode The operational mode of a fibre-channel port. The three port modes for fibre-channel ports on the

HP RAID storage systems are standard, high-speed, and initiator/external MIX.
PPRC Peer-to-Peer Remote Copy
Preview list The list of requested operations on Remote Web Console.
primary site The physical location of the storage system that contains the original data to be replicated and

that is connected to one or more storage systems at the remote or secondary site via remote copy
connections. The primary site can also be called the “local site”.
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The term “primary site” is also used for host failover operations. In that case, the primary site is
the host computer where the production applications are running, and the secondary site is where
the backup applications run when the applications at the primary site fail, or where the primary
site itself fails.

primary storage
system

The local storage system.

primary volume The volume in a copy pair that contains the original data to be replicated. The data in the primary
volume is duplicated synchronously or asynchronously on the secondary pairs.
The following HP products use the term P-VOL: Remote Web Console, Fast Snap, Business Copy,
Business Copy Z, Continuous Access Synchronous, Continuous Access Synchronous Z, Continuous
Access Journal, and Continuous Access Journal Z.
See also secondary volume (S-VOL).

R-JNL restore journal
R-SIM remote service information message
R/W read/write
R/W, r/w read/write
RAID redundant array of inexpensive disks
RAID group A redundant array of inexpensive drives (RAID) that have the same capacity and are treated as

one group for data storage and recovery. A RAID group contains both user data and parity
information, which allows the user data to be accessed in the event that one or more of the drives
within the RAID group are not available. The RAID level of a RAID group determines the number
of data drives and parity drives and how the data is “striped” across the drives. For RAID1, user
data is duplicated within the RAID group, so there is no parity data for RAID1 RAID groups.
A RAID group can also be called an array group or a parity group.

RAID level The type of RAID implementation. RAID levels include RAID0, RAID1, RAID2, RAID3, RAID4,
RAID5 and RAID6.

RCP remote control port
RCU target port A fibre-channel port that is configured to receive remote I/Os from an initiator port on another

storage system.
remote control port
(RCP)

A serial-channel (ESCON) port on a Continuous Access Synchronous main control unit (MCU)
that is configured to send remote I/Os to a Continuous Access Synchronous remote control unit
(RCU).

remote copy
connections

The physical paths that connect a storage system at the primary site to a storage system at the
secondary site. Also called data path.

remote replication Data replication configuration in which the storage system that contains the original data is at a
primary site and the storage system that contains the copy of the original data is at a secondary
site. Continuous Access Synchronous and Continuous Access Journal provide remote replication.
See also in-system replication.

remote site See secondary site.
remote storage
system

The system containing the copy in the secondary location of a remote replication pair.

RepMgr Replication Manager
restore journal
(R-JNL)

Holds differential data on the secondary Continuous Access Journal system until it is copied to
the secondary volume.

resync “Resync” is short for resynchronize.
RIO remote I/O
root volume A level-1 primary volume in a Business Copy cascade configuration. The secondary volume of a

layer-1 pair is called a node volume. See also cascade configuration.
RPO recovery point objective
RTC real-time clock
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RTO recovery time objective
RWC Remote Web Console
S-VOL See secondary volume.
S/N, SN serial number
secondary site The physical location of the storage system that contains the secondary volumes of remote

replication pairs at the secondary site. The secondary storage system is connected to the primary
storage system via remote copy connections. See also primary site.

secondary storage
system

The remote storage system

secondary volume The volume in a copy pair that is the copy. The following HP products use the term “secondary
volume”: Remote Web Console, Fast Snap, Business Copy, Business Copy Z, Continuous Access
Synchronous, Continuous Access Synchronous Z, Continuous Access Journal, and Continuous
Access Journal Z.
See also primary volume.

service information
message (SIM)

SIMs are generated by a RAID storage system when it detects an error or service requirement.
SIMs are reported to hosts and displayed on Remote Web Console.

severity level Applies to service information messages (SIMs) and Remote Web Console error codes.
shared volume A volume that is being used by more than one replication function. For example, a volume that

is the primary volume of a Continuous Access Synchronous pair and the primary volume of a
Business Copy pair is a shared volume.

sidefile An area of cache memory that is used to store updated data for later integration into the copied
data.

SIM service information message
size Generally refers to the storage capacity of a memory module or cache. Not usually used for

storage of data on disk or flash drives.
SM shared memory
SMTP simple mail transfer protocol
snapshot A point-in-time virtual copy of a Fast Snap primary volume (P-VOL). The snapshot is maintained

when the P-VOL is updated by storing pre-update data (snapshot data) in a data pool.
SNMP simple network management protocol
SOM system option mode
SSB sense byte
SSID (storage) subsystem identifier. SSIDs are used as an additional way to identify a control unit on

mainframe operating systems. Each group of 64 or 256 volumes requires one SSID, therefore
there can be one or four SSIDs per CU image. For HP XP7, one SSID is associated with 256
volumes.

SSL secure socket layer
steady split In Business Copy, a typical pair split operation in which any remaining differential data from the

P-VOL is copied to the S-VOL and then the pair is split.
sync synchronous
system option
mode (SOM)

Additional operational parameters for the RAID storage systems that enable the storage system
to be tailored to unique customer operating requirements. SOMs are set on the service processor.

V version; variable length and de-blocking (mainframe record format)
V-VOL virtual volume
V-VOL
management area

Contains the pool management block and pool association information for Fast Snap, Thin
Provisioning, Thin Provisioning Z, Smart Tiers, and Smart Tiers Z operations. The V-VOL
management area is created automatically when additional shared memory is installed and is
required for thest program product operations.

VB variable length and blocking (mainframe record format)
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virtual device
(VDEV)

A group of logical devices (LDEVs) in a RAID group. A VDEV typically consists of some fixed
volumes (FVs) and some free space. The number of fixed volumes is determined by the RAID level
and device emulation type.

Virtual LVI/LUN
volume

A custom-size volume whose size is defined by the user using Virtual LVI/Virtual LUN. Also called
a custom volume (CV).

virtual volume
(V-VOL)

The secondary volume in a Fast Snap pair. In PAIR status, the V-VOL is an up-to-date virtual copy
of the primary volume (P-VOL). In SPLIT status, the V-VOL points to data in the P-VOL and to
replaced data in the pool, maintaining the point-in-time copy of the P-VOL at the time of the split
operation.

VLL Virtual LVI/LUN
VLVI Virtual LVI
VM volume migration; volume manager
VOL, vol volume
volser volume serial number
volume A logical device (LDEV) that has been defined to one or more hosts as a single data storage unit.

A mainframe volume is called a logical volume image (LVI), and an open-systems volume is called
a logical unit. (LU).

volume pair See copy pair.
WAN wide-area network
WC Web Console
WDM wavelength division multiplexing
Web Console The computer inside a RAID storage system that hosts the Remote Web Console software and is

used by service personnel for configuration and maintenance of the storage system.
WR write
write order The order of write I/Os to the primary volume of a copy pair. The data on the S-VOL is updated

in the same order as on the P-VOL, particularly when there are multiple write operations in one
update cycle. This feature maintains data consistency at the secondary volume. Update records
are sorted in the cache at the secondary system to ensure proper write sequencing.

WS workstation
WWN worldwide name
WWPN worldwide port name
XRC IBM® Extended Remote Copy
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